Frank B. Rowlett, Lt. Col., S. C.

8 May 1945

FORT SHAFTER

ONLY INFO AVAILABLE HERE PERTAINING TO YOUR SID THREE ZERO FOUR
RPT THREE ZERO FOUR EMBODIED IN TWO WIRES TO FORT SHAFTER
PAREN CITE SPSIB DASH THREE FOR COLLINS FROM CORDERMAN PAREN
DATED TWENTY SIX NOVEMBER ONE NINE FOUR ONE SIGNED OLMSTEAD AND
TWO DECEMBER ONE NINE FOUR ONE SIGNED COLTON ACTING PD FIRST
WIRE BEGINS QUOTE FOR MONITORING STATION UNQUOTE AND SECOND BEGINS
QUOTE JAPANESE PLAIN TEXT UNQUOTE PD IF NOT AVAILABLE PLEASE
ADVISE

PLATTE

30283

Lt. Colonel Frank B. Rowlett
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